The EU Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA)
cooperated with this human world – International
Human Rights Film Festival.
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Vienna, December 2017

FRA and this human world - International Human Rights Film Festival partnered to better
promote common values, to draw attention to human rights emergencies and to bring
facts to heated and challenging discussions.
This cooperation coincided with FRA’s 10-year anniversary and marked the 10th edition of
the film festival, that reached about 15.500 visitors this year.

The EU Agency for Fundamental Rights warmly thanks all panellists, moderators and
particularly the engaged audience and organizers of this human world – International
Human Rights Film Festival. It was a unique experience for FRA and we appreciate the
shared experiences, feedback and questions during lively and interesting panel
discussions.
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FRA and this human world co-hosted eights films screening, attended by around 700
visitors. Each film was followed by a panel discussion with film directors, artists, human
rights practitioners and the audience:

“THE WAIT”, 1st December 2017 .......................................................................... 3
“STRANGER IN PARADISE”, 3rd December 2017 ..................................................... 4
“69 MINUTES OF 86 DAYS”, 4th December 2017 .................................................... 5
“THE ORDER OF THINGS”, 4th December 2017 ...................................................... 6
“ANOTHER NEWS STORY”, 5th December 2017 ...................................................... 7
“PLANETA PETRILA”, 7th December 2017 .............................................................. 8
“MY SECRET FOREST”, 7th December 2017 ............................................................ 9
“HEARTSTONE”, 8th December 2017 ....................................................................10
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“THE WAIT”, 1st December 2017
Number of visitors: 47

About the film:
In many ways, Rokhsar Sediqi is just an ordinary 14-year-old high school student. She
lives in a Danish village, plays for the local soccer team and chats with girlfriends about
who is their favourite actor in ‘The Hunger Games’. What is unusual about her is that she
is being threatened with deportation. She came to Denmark with her Afghan family five
years ago, but her parents were not issued a residence permit because the authorities
did not believe they would be in danger back in Afghanistan. As the only fluent Danish
speaker, she has to manage all communications with the lawyers and the immigration
department. Can a 14-year-old girl bear such a burden? Friends, acquaintances and
neighbours offer support, but Danish asylum policy is unrelenting.

The issue:

Panel debate with:





Rabee Alrefai, Syrian doctor, script
writer
Morten Kjaerum, Director of the Raoul
Wallenberg Institute
Lisa Wolfsegger, Representative of
Asylkoordination Österreich
Aydan Iyigüngör, Head of Sector
Awareness Raising, FRA (Moderator)
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Once arrived in the EU, asylum seekers have to navigate through a complex asylum
system and face multiple barriers in accessing procedures, legal aid and other crucial
advice or services. What are the challenges once arrived? How do the reception
conditions and the following procedure shape newly arrived migrants sense of
#belonging?

Panellists highlighted that:
The narrative of failed integration is misleading and poisonous. There are many stories
and examples of successful integration. In fact let’s rather speak about inclusion instead
of integration.
Integration does not mean assimilation.
We tend to accept people who look like us, who have a “westernized style”, but
integration is also for others who do not look like us. Let everyone be different.
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“STRANGER IN PARADISE”, 3rd December 2017
Number of visitors: 101

About the film:
"We don’t want you. We just can’t do it." In a classroom, a teacher uses math to explain
to a group of refugees what their arrival will cost society. The asylum seekers try to
refute the figures. They will work, won’t they, and contribute to society? The teacher
shatters their illusions: half of them will never find work. In three acts, director and
screenwriter Guido Hendrikx explains the European view of the refugee crisis. The man
receives three groups of migrants, each time adopting a different attitude: dismissive in
the first part, then full of empathy and good will in the second. In the last part, he
represents actual European immigration policy, with all its complex rules. Hendrikx shows
where the refugees’ dreams clash with reality and forces us to think hard about our own
position. Is it human to categorize someone else’s life? The absurdity of the dilemma is
expounded upon in the prologue and epilogue to this political essay.

The issue:

Panel debate with:







Shams Asadi, Human Rights
Commissioner, City of Vienna
(Moderator)
Yonous Muhammadi, President of
Greek Forum of Refugees
Katherine May Thompson,
Representative of “New Here” digital
platform
Mari Steindl, Head of youth college in
Vienna – education of young refugees
and asylum seeker
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How to ensure both freedom of movement and security? Migration policies and reception
conditions respecting fundamental rights of migrants and refugees are crucial to the
integrity of Europe's values.

Panellists highlighted that:
Young people care about the integration process and want to actively participate in it.
How can young people actively contribute to refugee’s inclusion in our cities? Many
volunteering programmes and organisations provide support through which you can get
active. For instance:




www.newHERE.org
https://www.facebook.com/newherevienna/
https://www.wien.gv.at/english/social/integration/start-wien/youth-college.html
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“69 MINUTES OF 86 DAYS”, 4th December 2017
Number of visitors: 89

About the film:
On a path littered with lifejackets, in the middle of a crowd of people on the run, a 3year-old girl slowly emerges. Full of a child’s energy and curiosity, carrying her little
“Frost” backpack on her back, she takes in her surroundings between hundreds of adult
trouser legs. She understands the gravity of the situation she and her family find
themselves in, but filled with childlike wonder she continues her journey. For every step
she takes, she emanates a longed-for feeling of hope. To Lean, it is a step closer to her
grandfather in Sweden.

The issue:

Panel debate with:






Sonja Katrina Brauner,
Psychotherapist working with children
Panos Pardalis, Representative of The
Smile of the Child,
Nizam Najjar, Director assistant of the
film “69 MINUTES OF 86 DAYS”
Mahsa Ghafari, Representative of SOS
Mitmensch
Astrid Podsiadlowski, Head of Sector
Rights of the Child, FRA (moderator)
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Migration affects both children and adults. Children can turn particularly vulnerable
during their journey through Europe, but on the other side, they show a lot of resilience.

Panellists highlighted that:
The situation is getting worse now for children with their families, and even more for
unaccompanied children. .
Family bonds and good social relationships help greatly refugees and migrants to endure
such hardships.
The role of volunteers and civil society organisations is of utmost importance to offer
humanitarian help, when governmental bodies fail to respond adequately.
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“THE ORDER OF THINGS”, 4th December 2017
Number of visitors: 129

About the film:
The film's protagonist, Corrado Rinaldi, is a senior official for the Italian Interior Ministry
and family man. He is specialized in international missions against irregular immigration
and is sent to Libya for his ministry. The conditions in which refugees are kept and the
discovery of a hidden body confirm what officials already suspected: those who run these
“hotspots” in Lybia are doing business with traffickers by supplying them with
immigrants. Corrado clashes with the logic of local tribal powers and then with politicians
upon his return to Italy. Above all, Corrado must face his own conscience as he tries to
help a young Somalian woman, Swada, whom he meets at the Libyan reception centre.

The issue:
The EU enters agreements with neighbouring countries to prevent migration. What are
the consequences of this? As a result, arrivals in the EU might drop but where do people
who are on the move stand and under which conditions do they live? Do such measures
stop smugglers and traffickers as planned or are the routes just continuously relocated?
How can the victims be better protected?







Marco Pettenello, Co-writer of “The
Order of Things”
Elias Bierdel, Human rights activist &
co-founder of frontline Europe
Izabella Cooper, Spokesperson of the
European Border and Coast Guard
Agency (Frontex)
Friso Roscam Abbing, Head of the
Fundamental Rights Promotion
Department, FRA (Moderator)
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Panel debate with:

Panellists highlighted that:
Refugees and migrants need legal avenues to reach Europe safely to not risk their life on
the way.
The EU and the Member States must take their responsibilities and act to prevent
potential human rights violations at our external European borders.
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“ANOTHER NEWS STORY”, 5th December 2017
Number of visitors: 115

About the film:
Media coverage of the 2015 migration: what happens when the news cameras turn off?
Another News Story reveals the action behind the cameras of news teams tasked with
reporting the refugee crisis and turning it into breaking news.

The issue:

Panel debate with:








Orban Wallace, Film director
Tom Law, Representative of the Ethical
Journalism Network, Journalist
Raquel Redondo, Cuatro TV News
journalist
Frederick Baker, Cambridge University
Centre for Film and Screen Media, Film
maker
John Anderson, Cameraman
Blanca Tapia, Programme Manager, FRA
(Moderator)
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How did the media affect public perception of refugees in recent years? How does
journalism in a so-called “post-truth era”, address the need for an evidence-based debate
on EU migration.

Panellists highlighted that:
Telling personal stories is crucial to allow the audience to identify themselves with the
protagonists.
Broadcast journalists have around one minute to present any story and keep the
attention of the audience. This does not always allow to depict the complexity of the
situation.
The upcoming FRA toolkit for media professionals on fundamental rights is hands-on tool
to journalists on how to better integrate human rights considerations when working on
news stories.
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“PLANETA PETRILA”, 7th December 2017
Number of visitors: 67

About the film:
In Petrila, a coal mining town in Transylvania (Romania), a former employee of the mine
who is also an artist and activist uses art and absurdism to stop the destruction of the
historic buildings of the oldest coal mine in the country after its closure in 2015. His
quest, and of the community who have joined him, is to preserve the history and the
identity of his hometown, and also find new ways of engaging the community into the
local decisions that affect them directly.

The issue:
Small villages and cities can be catalysts for change. How can we promote local artistic
initiatives that empower individuals to participate in public debate?








Ion Barbu, Cartoonist and protagonist
of the documentary “Planeta Petrila”,
Andrei Dăscălescu, Film Director of
“Planeta Petrila”
Marianne Huang, Associate Professor,
Aarhus 2017 European Capital of Culture
Sjoerd Wagenaar, Artistic Director
engaged in local community projects in
rural areas
Geraldine Guille, Awareness Raising
Officer, FRA (Moderator)
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Panel debate with:

Panellists highlighted that:
The mine, its buildings or the machines in Petrila are very much part of the city identity.
If they are destroyed or stolen, what would be left of Petrila’s identity?
Developing artistic initiatives with individuals and local communities takes time to build
trust with people.
Planeta Petrila shows the importance of engaging the population in local policies and
debates. Individuals must claim their right to be engaged in decisions that affect them
directly.
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“MY SECRET FOREST”, 7th December 2017
Number of visitors: 67

About the film:
It is peaceful in the forest. At the forest, the chaos in Lauri’s head is subdued and he
feels at home. In the company of birds, he does not feel different or weird. Lauri is an
autistic young man. He cannot speak, but with the help of his interpreter Pirjo, he can
express himself and connect with the world through an electronic tablet. Lauri’s writings
offer us a glimpse into his inner world. Underneath the hard shell of Autism is a young
man who wonders about the world, feels deeply, and dreams about love. Everyday life is
not easy for Lauri, and these mundane depths make him think of life, and long for love
and autonomy.

The issue:
People with disabilities or people with mental health problems make an enormous
contribution to society but often face barriers preventing them from participating in
society on an equal basis.







Niina Brandt, Film Director of “My Secret
Forest”
Jack Welch, Autism activist and advocate
Tobias Buchner, Member of the Austrian
Monitoring Committee of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities
Martha Stickings, Social Research
Officer, FRA (Moderator)
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Panel debate with:

Panellists highlighted that:
It is unacceptable that still nowadays, people with disabilities are left aside of the society
through direct discrimination, or by keeping persons with disabilities and persons with
mental health problems outside the public sphere.
Providing tailor-made assistance to persons with disabilities’ needs is essential to
facilitate their equal access to our society and full enjoyment of their rights.
‘My Secret Forest’ demonstrates greatly how personal assistance and assistive
technology can help persons with disabilities and persons with mental health problems to
express themselves and their personalities.
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“HEARTSTONE”, 8th December 2017
Number of visitors: 75

About the film:
A remote fishing village in Iceland. Teenage boys Thor and Christian experience a
turbulent summer as one tries to win the heart of a girl while the other discovers new
feelings towards his best friend. When summer ends and the harsh nature of Iceland
takes back its rights, it is time to leave the playground and face adulthood.

The issue:
LGBTI people still face everyday discrimination, hatred and violence despite recent steps
forward. LGBTI Panel discussion on “coming- out” and the mainstreaming effect of
prominent role models.





Fourat Ben Chikha, Representative of Çavaria
umbrella NGO for LGBT persons
Alice Coffin, Co-President of the French
Association of LGBT Journalists
Dennis Van der Veur, Head of Sector
Fundamental Rights Forum and major events, FRA
(Moderator)

Panellists highlighted that:
‘Heartstone’ depicts with great realism and sensitivity the
struggles and uncertainties of ‘coming out’ as gay in a
small community in a rural area. Although in cities, the
situation has improved, it is still a challenge for LGBT
persons to do even simple things such as holding hands in
public.
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Panel debate with:

FRA’s LGBT hate crime and discrimination online survey conducted shows that many
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people cannot be themselves in their daily
lives. Many hide their identity and live in isolation or even fear.
The acronym “LGBT” has been expanded recently to include additional letters such as “Q”
for Queer. It is important to have a name for various gender situations so that these can
be actually researched and discrimination dismantled.
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FRA - European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
Schwarzenbergplatz 11 – 1040 Vienna – Austria
T +43 (1) 580 30 - 0
info@fra.europa.eu – fra.europa.eu
facebook.com/fundamentalrights
linkedin.com/company/eu-fundamental-rights-agency
twitter.com/EURightsAgency
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